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SALES, ACQUISITIONS, AND MERGERS OF DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER GENETIC TESTING COMPANIES: THE RISKS AND A SOLUTION

by: Alyssa McLeod*

ABSTRACT

Direct-to-consumer genetic tests have become increasingly popular in the United States within the last few years. However, these tests pose many risks to the consumer, most notably privacy risks. A subset of these privacy risks involves the issue of company mergers, acquisitions, and sales. Many companies in the direct-to-consumer genetic testing market have privacy policies that contain a variation of a “business transfer” clause. These clauses specify that in the event the company goes through a business transition such as a sale, merger, or acquisition, the consumer’s personal information—including the consumer’s DNA—will be among the assets transferred. This Article explores the risks associated with these business transfer clauses as they relate to the consumer, and presents a solution to mitigate said risks. The solution lies in FTC v. Toysmart, wherein a toy company that filed for bankruptcy was restricted in selling its assets—which included its customers’ personal data—only to entities with the same interests as the toy company. This Article urges that the default interpretation standard of business transfer clauses track similarly such that a direct-to-consumer genetic testing company may only be sold to, merged with, or acquired by a company with the same or like interests.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Direct-to-consumer (“DTC”) genetic tests have become increasingly popular over the last few years, and there seems to be no stopping point in sight. When the first DTC genetic test hit the market in 1996, the concept was not only novel, but also ambitious.1 That consumers could simply send off a cheek swab and then receive a complete depiction of their human genome was a profound idea; nothing like it had ever been offered to consumers before.2 However, consumers did not seem all too interested, as the industry for DTC genetic tests grew relatively slowly at first, and the purchase of these tests seemed reserved for a few wealthy individuals.3 Additionally, many medical experts warned consumers to view these tests with caution, as there was little evidence that results were “clinically useful” and many of the potential risks were unknown.4 But the world would change almost twenty-five years later.

Despite the slow start, the market for DTC genetic tests has grown dramatically in the last few years.5 The number of consumers who used a DTC genetic test “more than doubled during 2017” and exceeded twelve million in 2018.6 Genealogy has grown so much that as of 2018 it became America’s most popular hobby and one of the top trending topics for internet surfers.7

The sudden growth in the popularity of DTC genetic tests can be attributed to the changing landscape of the market. Today, not only are more DTC genetic tests readily available than ever before, but these tests are also cheaper.8 For example, 23andMe, a well-known and leading company in the market, now charges customers only $99 for its services, compared to the original price of $999 in 2007.9 Additionally, taking one of these DTC genetic tests is convenient and fairly straightforward. DTC genetic testing can be done from the comfort of the consumer’s home, without any involvement of a healthcare pro-

2. Id.
3. Id.
4. Id.
6. Id.
9. Id.
A typical consumer purchases a test online from one of the many companies to choose from, is mailed an at-home collection kit by said company, and provides a DNA sample, usually in the form of saliva through a cheek swab. Once the test results are in (usually several weeks later), the consumer can access them online through the company’s website.

DTC genetic testing provides consumers with various forms of data related to genealogy, ancestry, or health predictions. Most consumers use these at-home DNA tests to reveal ancestral and familial relationships, and while many seek to learn about their ancestral origins, others hope to find unknown blood relatives. A simple at-home genetic test may provide the consumer with several benefits, including individualized knowledge of a particular disease’s likelihood (e.g., diabetes, heart disease, or cancer), disease screening, health-risk evaluation, and even suggestions for lifestyle changes, diets, dietary supplements, or medications. Further, some companies even claim that their tests can provide information about how a consumer’s body will respond to a specific treatment or drug.

While DTC genetic tests provide many benefits, they do not come without risks. When consumers take one of these tests and send in their DNA sample, they are providing the applicable company with important, sensitive information about themselves. Your DNA is a blueprint of your life; it discloses “what makes you you.” Not only does your DNA reveal information about yourself, including your heritage and your health, but it also reveals information about your blood relatives. Because DNA can provide a nearly limitless amount of personal, sensitive information, allowing companies access to your DNA poses many risks, most notably privacy risks. Placing a con-

12. Id.
16. Id.
19. Chin et al., supra note 17.
sumer’s DNA in the wrong hands could really damage that person’s well-being.20 In fact, consumers recognize privacy risks as one of their main concerns, with a 2016 study showing that 65% of DTC genetic test users worry about their personal data being shared with third-party companies.21 Further, many consumers are unaware of what, if any, privacy policies guide the use of their DNA by the applicable company. While many industry leaders provide policy statements, a 2017 survey analyzing the privacy policies proffered by U.S. DTC genetic testing companies (“2017 Survey”) revealed that of the ninety companies surveyed, just under 40% failed to provide any information to consumers regarding their genetic data policies or what would become of consumer DNA samples.22

These risks are only heightened by the fact that third parties may have access to a customer’s DNA. Of the companies that do provide comprehensive policy statements, many fail to specify what information will be shared with third parties. In fact, out of the fifty-five companies in the 2017 Survey with policies addressing DNA, just under half of the companies’ policies specified that data would or could be shared with third parties.23 Additionally, eighteen companies specifically provided that the customer’s deidentified data would be shared with third parties without the customer’s consent.24

Further, consumers might be even more shocked to know that their DNA could be sold to a third party. Many DTC genetic testing companies have what is called a “business transfer” clause in their privacy policies that allows them to transfer all of their assets—which includes the consumer’s DNA—to another entity in the event of a sale, merger, or acquisition.25 This means that if these companies, such as 23andMe or Ancestry.com, were to merge with, sell to, or be acquired by another company, 23andMe or Ancestry.com have the right to transfer all of their assets to the acquiring entity, including the customer’s personal information and, critically, the customer’s DNA sample.26 For example, there is nothing stopping 23andMe from selling to a massive, well-known company like Facebook. In that case, Facebook would then not only have all of the user’s personal and social information but would now also have the user’s DNA. There is no telling what a company like Facebook would be able to do with all of that information.

23. Id. at 55.
24. Id.
25. See discussion infra Part II.
Finally, as if these business transfer clauses do not pose enough risks on their own, the risks become heightened when one realizes that hardly any regulations, at either the state or federal level, exist that address the risks posed by these business transfer clauses.\footnote{27} While there are some regulations that address genetic privacy concerns in general or as they relate to healthcare and the workplace, none of them cover privacy concerns relating to DTC genetic testing.\footnote{28} Nor do any of the regulations address the business transfer clause specifically.\footnote{29}

This Article offers a new solution to combat the risks posed by these business transfer clauses contained in the privacy policies of DTC genetic testing companies. Drawing from \textit{FTC v. Toysmart.com},\footnote{30} this Article urges that these business transfer clauses be interpreted as allowing the genetic testing company to sell to, merge with, or be acquired by only those companies that have like interests as those of the genetic testing company.

This Article proceeds in three parts. In Part II, I explore some of the privacy policies proffered by DTC genetic testing companies, paying special attention to the business transfer clauses contained in them. I break down the business transfer clause as it applies to DTC genetic testing companies. I then address and analyze the inherent risks that these clauses pose, particularly as they relate to the consumer.

In Part III, I provide an overview of the current legal landscape that makes up the genetic testing market. I discuss how the current regulations, at both the federal and state level, fail to address genetic privacy concerns relating to DTC genetic testing generally, as well as to business transfer clauses. While these regulations address genetic privacy concerns as they relate to discrimination in healthcare and in the workplace, they fail to address the privacy issues that consumers in the DTC genetic testing market experience, and more specifically, the risks that the business transfer clause poses to the consumer.

In Part IV, I propose a solution to combat the risks associated with the business transfer clause. I argue that these genetic testing companies should adopt a default interpretation standard, whereby these companies will interpret the business transfer clause as allowing them to sell to, merge with, or be acquired by only companies that have like interests as those of the genetic testing company. A similar conclusion was reached in \textit{FTC v. Toysmart.com}, in which the parties stipulated in federal bankruptcy court that the defendant, Toysmart, could only sell or assign its assets, including its customers’ personal information,
to a company with like interests as those of Toysmart.31 I discuss how the Toysmart.com litigation provides a framework for mitigating the risks associated with business transfer clauses that are contained in the privacy policies of DTC genetic testing companies. I then explore different types of companies that could be considered as having “like interests” as those of DTC genetic testing companies. Finally, I explain how the solution proposed here is in line with industry best practices.

II. PRIVACY POLICIES AND THE “BUSINESS TRANSFER” CLAUSE

There are numerous companies that provide DTC genetic testing services, and many of them provide consumers with easily accessible policy documents, such as privacy policies and terms of service documents. Most companies publish privacy documents, including privacy policies and service terms, on their websites.32 In fact, of the ninety companies in the 2017 Survey, 90% had readily accessible privacy documents.33 These documents usually discuss the type of information that the company collects, how it stores and uses the information, and how it attempts to keep the information safe.34 In addition, these privacy documents are generally easy to find. A consumer can do a quick Google search and have access to a company’s full privacy document and terms of service document.35

A. A Breakdown of the Business Transfer Clause

One of the common provisions included in these privacy policy documents can be referred to as a “business transfer” clause. A business transfer clause specifies what will happen to a company’s assets, including company data, when the company decides to merge with another company or sell all of its assets.36 The business transfer clause establishes whether the new company will have rights to consumer data and sets forth any transfer terms and notice requirements for the data.37 In regard to the business transfer clauses provided in DTC genetic testing companies’ policy statements, these clauses spell out what will happen to a company’s assets when the company goes through a

32. Hazel & Slobogin, supra note 10, at 48.
33. Id.
34. See id. at 45.
35. See id. at 45 n.59, 48.
37. Id.
sale, merger, or acquisition. Notably, a company’s assets include all of its customers’ DNA. Therefore, part of the assets that will be transferred to the purchasing or acquiring entity includes customers’ DNA. Many companies’ privacy statements explicitly provide for this. While not every company in the market has some form or variation of a business transfer clause—despite the constant evolution of the market with mergers and acquisitions being commonplace—the companies that do specify that the consumer’s data would be transferred to the other entity. Of the companies in the 2017 Study with business transfer clauses, all provided that the consumer’s data would or could be transferred in a merger or sale just like other company assets.

While not every DTC genetic testing company has some form of a business transfer clause, many of the larger companies in the at-home DNA testing market do. Two of the largest companies in the market, Ancestry.com and 23andMe, both contain a variation of a business transfer clause in their policy statements. Ancestry.com has a section in its privacy statement titled, “If Ancestry is Acquired,” which states:

> If Ancestry or its businesses are acquired or transferred (including in connection with bankruptcy or similar proceedings), we will share your Personal Information with the acquiring or receiving entity. The promises in this Privacy Statement will continue to apply to your Personal Information that is transferred to the new entity.

Similarly, 23andMe’s full privacy statement contains a “Business Transactions” section, which states:

> In the event that 23andMe goes through a business transition such as a merger, acquisition by another company, or sale of all or a portion of its assets your Personal Information will likely be among the assets transferred. In such a case, your information would remain subject to the promises made in any pre-existing Privacy Statement.


39. See 23andMe Privacy Policy, supra note 38 (defining “Personal Information” as including “Genetic Information” which includes the customer’s DNA sample); see also Ancestry Privacy Policy, supra note 38 (stating “[y]our DNA Data and any information derived from it . . . are Personal Information and referred to as ‘Genetic Information’”).

40. See Ancestry Privacy Policy, supra note 38; see also 23andMe Privacy Policy, supra note 38.

41. Hazel & Slobogin, supra note 10, at 56.

42. Id.

43. Regalado, supra note 5.

44. Ancestry Privacy Policy, supra note 38.

45. 23andMe Privacy Policy, supra note 38.
Both of these companies’ privacy policies explicitly state that “Personal Information” includes the customer’s “Genetic Information.” Further, many other large, well-known DTC genetic testing companies also contain a variation of a business transfer clause in their privacy policies.

B. Risks Associated with the Business Transfer Clause

The business transfer clause and variations of it pose many risks to the consumer, specifically when it comes to the sharing of the consumer’s private and personal information. These business transfer clauses allow DTC genetic testing companies to transfer all of a customer’s personal information—including the customer’s DNA—to the acquiring entity. For example, if 23andMe or Ancestry.com were to merge with, sell to, or be acquired by another company, 23andMe and Ancestry.com would have the right to transfer all of their assets to the acquiring company, which includes not only the customer’s personal information such as name, address, date of birth, sexual orientation, ethnicity, etc., but also the customer’s DNA and the subsequent findings and results from the provided DNA sample.

Further, these business transfer clauses fail to place any limitations on the type of company the DTC genetic testing company may sell to, merge with, or be acquired by. If a company like 23andMe or Ancestry.com wanted to sell to a company like Apple or Facebook, there is nothing in their policy statements to stop them from doing so. Moreover, there is also nothing stopping them from sharing all of their customers’ personal information—including the customers’ DNA—with these companies. In fact, 23andMe and Ancestry.com even state in their versions of the business transfer clause that they have the right

---

46. See Ancestry Privacy Policy, supra note 38; see also 23andMe Privacy Policy, supra note 38.
47. See, e.g., MyHeritage Privacy Policy, MYHERITAGE, https://www.myheritage.com/privacy-policy (Dec. 31, 2019) [https://perma.cc/9ZRJ-XPM3] (“[I]n the event that MyHeritage, or substantially all of its assets or stock are acquired, personal information will as a matter of course be one of the transferred assets. In such event, your information would remain subject to the promises made in the pre-existing Privacy Policy prior to the event.”); FamilyTreeDNA Privacy Statement, FAMILYTREEDNA, https://www.familytreedna.com/legal/privacy-statement (May 7, 2019) [https://perma.cc/H9FJ-J7CS] (“If FamilyTreeDNA or its businesses are acquired or transferred to another entity (in part or in whole and including in connection with any bankruptcy or similar proceedings), we will share your Personal Information with that entity. The promises in this Privacy Statement will apply to your Personal Information as transferred to the new entity.”).
48. See Ancestry Privacy Policy, supra note 38; see also 23andMe Privacy Policy, supra note 38.
49. See Ancestry Privacy Policy, supra note 38; see also 23andMe Privacy Policy, supra note 38.
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2021]

to, and will in fact, transfer all of their customers' personal information to the third-party company.50

Additionally, the risks posed to the consumer are heightened by the volatility of the DTC genetic testing market. Because businesses in this industry regularly enter and exit the market, mergers and acquisitions are commonplace.51 Therefore, the risks posed by the business transfer clause seem even greater due to the increased likelihood that a company will in fact go through a sale, merger, or acquisition and thus transfer the customer’s data, including the customer’s DNA.

Some companies in the market are already linked to very large, well-known businesses. In fact, Ancestry.com partners with the Google subsidiary, Calico, for research.52 Calico researches medical interventions that will help humans live longer and healthier.53 While Calico’s purpose seems cutting edge, the company “discloses little about its DNA work, and many view it as a vanity project for . . . billionaires seeking breakthroughs to extend their own lives.”54 No matter your stance on the type of research that Calico engages in, it is easy to see the risks that this type of relationship poses to the customer. By sharing the customer’s DNA with a third party such as Calico, Ancestry.com is increasing the likelihood that the customer’s DNA will be compromised, with many experts concerned about stealing and exploitation.55

Ancestry.com is not the only company in the market that is linked to a larger company. 23andMe partnered with the pharmaceutical company, GlaxoSmithKline, providing the company with access to 23andMe’s large collection of genetic data to create new drugs.56 By partnering with and sharing the customer’s DNA with these third-party companies, Ancestry.com and 23andMe are essentially magnifying the risk of the customer’s genetic information being misused.57 Simply, information transfer is always susceptible to unintended third-party interception.58

50. See Ancestry Privacy Policy, supra note 38; see also 23andMe Privacy Policy, supra note 38.
54. Leavenworth, supra note 52.
55. Id.
57. See id.
58. Id.
The risks increase even further by the fact that not all of these business transfer clauses address whether the acquiring or purchasing company will be bound by the same privacy policies contained in the original privacy statements that the consumer agreed to. While many large DTC genetic testing companies contain language in their privacy statements that address this concern, it is certainly not widespread.\footnote{Hazel & Slobogin, supra note 10, at 56.} 23andMe’s privacy statement specifies that in the event of a merger, acquisition, or sale, the consumer’s information “would remain subject to the promises made in any pre-existing Privacy Statement.”\footnote{23andMe Privacy Policy, supra note 38.} Ancestry.com contains a similar provision in its privacy statement that says “[t]he promises in this Privacy Statement will continue to apply to your Personal Information that is transferred to the new entity.”\footnote{Ancestry Privacy Policy, supra note 38.} Other large, well-known DTC genetic testing companies also contain similar language in their privacy policies.\footnote{See MyHeritage Privacy Policy, supra note 47; see also FamilyTreeDNA Privacy Statement, supra note 47.} While it is reassuring to see that some of the larger companies in the market do contain language addressing whether the new entity will be bound by the same privacy policies, it is not commonplace.\footnote{Hazel & Slobogin, supra note 10, at 56.} The 2017 Survey revealed that of the companies that had a policy regarding the fate of the consumer’s data in the event of sale, merger, or acquisition, just over half of these called for the acquiring company to adhere to the current privacy policies in effect at the time of transaction.\footnote{Id.} Therefore, a little less than half of the companies surveyed failed to address whether the acquiring or purchasing company would be bound by the same privacy policies.

Despite the overwhelming concerns these business transfer clauses present, one might argue that they actually pose no risk to the consumer, as the consumer consents to the business transfer clause by agreeing to the privacy policy and terms of conditions offered by the applicable company. After all, the consumer must agree to such provisions before sending in his or her sample or purchasing one of the DNA testing kits. However, it is often the case that consumers do not actually read or understand these policies, and therefore they do not necessarily realize what they are in fact consenting to.

These agreements normally present themselves as “click-wrap,” which requires the consumer to indicate consent to the policy upon purchase, or similarly “browser-wrap,” which means the consumer’s consent is implied from using the company’s website.\footnote{Id. at 38.} The United States currently operates under a self-regulatory “Notice and Choice” framework, meaning that when the consumer clicks “I agree,” or sim-
ply proceeds to use the company's services, the consumer has sufficiently provided consent. However, consumers are largely unaware of the contents of these agreements, and therefore lack informed consent. Many scholars have criticized this method of consent for “leaving users uninformed—or misinformed, as people rarely see, read, or understand privacy policies.” Additionally, even if consumers actually read the policies, they tend to misunderstand them because the policies are usually lengthy and contain legalese. Therefore, consumers reading these policies are prone to incorrectly assuming that the company will protect their privacy. Thus, while the consumer may “consent” to the terms and conditions contained in the privacy statements offered by DTC genetic testing companies, consumers may not actually understand or realize what they are in fact consenting to.

The business transfer clause clearly poses many risks to the consumer, risks that are heightened by the rapidly growing genetic testing market. Even more concerning is that these risks are relatively undressed in the legal context. As will be explained in the following Part, there are little to zero regulations or laws in place, at either the federal or state level, that specifically address the business transfer clauses contained in DTC genetic testing companies' privacy policies.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT LEGAL LANDSCAPE

Despite the immense amount of risks associated with DTC genetic testing, and specifically business transfer clauses, there are few regulations that address privacy concerns for genetic testing in general, let alone privacy concerns related to DTC genetic testing. The need for privacy protection related to genetic information has long been recognized, with federal legislators proposing genetic privacy legislation beginning in 1991. Despite this necessity, scholars are concerned that existing laws inadequately protect consumer privacy. The current legal landscape of genetic privacy can be broken down by federal and state level.

There are some federal laws that address genetic privacy concerns; however, they either address privacy in general or genetic privacy as it relates to discriminatory use. One would think that the Privacy Act of 1974 would cover genetics, but that is not the case. This Act aims

---

66. Id.
67. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Makdisi, supra note 20, at 975.
72. Id.
73. Id.
generally to protect privacy but does not specifically address genetic privacy concerns. Further, one could also look to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”) and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (“GINA”) for genetic privacy protection, but both HIPAA and GINA cover only genetic privacy issues related to employment discrimination and improper use of genetic information by insurance companies. HIPAA was enacted in 1996 and is largely concerned with protections for patient privacy and health insurance coverage. HIPAA prohibits employers who provide health insurance coverage under a group plan from using an individual’s genetic information as a criterion for coverage eligibility. In 2008, Congress enacted GINA to expand HIPAA and prevent health-insurance providers from altering coverage terms because of an individual’s genetic information. While GINA prohibited insurers from using genetic tests as a basis to deny coverage, it still permitted insurers to deny coverage based on a pre-existing genetic disease. However, in 2010 Congress passed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, more commonly known as “Obamacare,” which closed that loophole. GINA even went a step further by extending these anti-discrimination protections to cover employment, doing so by inserting “genetic information” to the list of impermissible forms of discrimination. Employers may not base their employment decisions on genetic data, nor may they ask for or receive an employee’s genetic information unless an exception, such as DNA testing for law enforcement purposes, applies. While these federal provisions do address genetic privacy, they do not cover the privacy risks relating to DTC genetic testing.

State legislative efforts also fail to address genetic privacy concerns relating to DTC genetic testing and business transfer clauses. How-

75. Makdisi, supra note 20, at 975.
79. Abrams & Garrett, supra note 78, at 769; CHIN ET AL., supra note 17.
82. Abrams & Garrett, supra note 78, at 770.
85. Id. § 202 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000ff-1); see also Abrams & Garrett, supra note 78, at 770.
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ever, many states have taken steps to protect genetic privacy “beyond the protections provided for other types of health information.”

State laws generally require an entity to obtain consent before it may act on your genetic data. Sixteen states require a consumer to consent before a third party can conduct or demand a genetic test or even acquire genetic information, and twenty-four states condition genetic information disclosure on informed consent. Further, eighteen states have provided for specific penalties (civil, criminal, or both) for genetic privacy violations. However, as is also the case at the federal level, these state legislative efforts hardly address DTC genetic testing.

In addition to the legislation at the federal and state level, the Future of Privacy Forum released a Privacy Best Practices for Consumer Genetic Testing Services (“Best Practices Guide”). The Future of Privacy Forum, along with leading DTC genetic testing companies including 23andMe and Ancestry.com, created the Best Practices Guide. However, the Best Practices Guide is merely a guide, and in no way are DTC genetic testing companies required to follow the guidelines contained in it. It merely encourages companies in the market to adopt certain privacy policies that can build consumer trust. The Best Practices Guide establishes company privacy-policy standards for handling consumer-created genetic data. The recommendations included in the guide address: “(1) Transparency; (2) Consent; (3) Use and Onward Transfer; (4) Access, Integrity, Retention, and Deletion; (5) Accountability; (6) Security; (7) Privacy By Design; and (8) Consumer Education.” The Future of Privacy Forum developed the Best Practices Guide “to ensure continued innovation and consumer trust within the consumer genetic and personal genomic testing industry.”

87. Id.
88. Id.
89. Id.
91. Id.
92. See id. (indicating that the Best Practices Guide provides “recommendations”).
93. Id.
94. Id.
96. Id.
starting point for the industry, it is not mandatory and therefore there is nothing to ensure that DTC genetic testing companies will follow the recommendations contained in it.

While some provisions at the federal and state level address genetic privacy concerns, none cover privacy concerns relating to DTC genetic testing, aside from requiring consent. Nor do any of the provisions relate to the business transfer clauses contained in these companies’ privacy statements. Despite the easily recognizable risk associated with these business transfer clauses, there is nothing stopping a company from handing over a consumer’s DNA in the event of a merger, sale, or acquisition. Therefore, safeguards should be put into place to combat the risks associated with these business transfer clauses.

IV. A Solution to the Business Transfer Clause

It is not hard to see the magnitude of privacy risks that business transfer clauses pose to the consumer, and with the constant growth of the DTC genetic testing market, it is important that the risks are addressed and mitigated.

A. Default Interpretation Standard

One possible solution that would mitigate the risks posed by the business transfer clause is for companies to adopt a default interpretation standard, whereby companies read the business transfer clause as requiring them to merge with, sell to, or be acquired by an entity with like interests. This would mean that in the event a DTC genetic testing company, such as 23andMe or Ancestry.com, goes through a sale, acquisition, or merger, they will only sell to, be acquired by, or merge with companies that have like interests as those of the genetic testing company.

Toysmart.com, LLC agreed to a similar requirement in its litigation with the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) and related bankruptcy proceeding.97 After Toysmart’s creditors filed a petition for involuntary bankruptcy, Toysmart allegedly solicited bids for the purchase of its assets, including its “Customer Lists.”98 Toysmart’s Customer Lists included “consumers’ names, addresses, billing information, shopping preferences, and family profile information.”99 However, Toysmart’s privacy policy on its website stated that “Personal Information voluntarily submitted by visitors to our site, such as name, address, billing information and shopping preferences, is never shared with a third

---

99. See id.
party” and “[w]hen you register with toysmart.com, you can rest assured that your information will never be shared with a third party.”\textsuperscript{100} Despite this explicit language, Toysmart allegedly attempted to share this information by soliciting bids to sell all of its assets, including customer information.\textsuperscript{101} The FTC and Toysmart ultimately stipulated that Toysmart could only sell or assign its assets to a company with like interests.\textsuperscript{102} The stipulated order stated that Toysmart “shall only assign or sell its Customer Information as part of its Goodwill and only to a Qualified Buyer approved by the Bankruptcy Court.”\textsuperscript{103} “Qualified Buyer” was defined as “an entity that (1) concentrates its business in the family commerce market, involving the areas of education, toys, learning, home and/or instruction, including commerce, content, product and services, and (2) expressly agrees to be Toysmart’s successor-in-interest as to the Customer Information . . . .”\textsuperscript{104} Therefore, Toysmart had to go back to the drawing board and solicit bids to companies only with like interests.

The stipulation between the FTC and Toysmart can be applied to the business transfer clauses contained in DTC genetic testing companies’ privacy statements. The default interpretation standard should be that these companies, such as 23andMe and Ancestry.com, are only allowed to transfer their assets—including their customers’ DNA—to entities with like interests. After all, considering the personal and sensitive nature of DNA, it is highly unlikely that consumers would expect their DNA to be transferred or sold to any company out there. This solution would solve that problem. Instead of the company putting its own interests first, the company would now have to balance both its own interests and the consumer’s interests before transferring any assets.

While ultimately Toysmart was unable to find a company to sell to, thus resulting in all of its “Customer Information” being destroyed,\textsuperscript{105} this is an unlikely result for companies in the DTC genetic testing market. This market is booming, with new companies entering and existing companies leaving rapidly.\textsuperscript{106} Roughly 100 million people will

\textsuperscript{100.} See id.
\textsuperscript{101.} See id.
\textsuperscript{103.} Id.
\textsuperscript{104.} Id.
\textsuperscript{105.} Ultimately, the bankruptcy court never approved the order because there were no offers to buy Toysmart’s database. Instead, the bankruptcy judge agreed to allow Toysmart to sell its database to Disney, with the agreement that Disney would destroy the customer list. Daniel J. Solove & Paul M Schwartz, Information Privacy Law 861–62 (5th ed. 2015).
\textsuperscript{106.} Phillips, supra note 51, at 16, 22.
use a DTC genetic test by 2021.\textsuperscript{107} With this increase in users comes an increase in the monetary value of the market itself, thereby attracting more companies. The DTC genetic testing market growth rate may reach 22% annually during the next decade, and the overall monetary value may exceed $6 billion by 2028.\textsuperscript{108} At this rate, the DTC genetic testing market would be ten times as large as it was in 2017.\textsuperscript{109}

Also worth noting, the growth in the market is not coming solely from inside actors; some growth can be attributed to outsiders entering the market. Recently, the Mayo Clinic, a nonprofit focused on educating, researching, and clinical practice,\textsuperscript{110} partnered with the DNA sequencing business, Helix, to market Gene Guide, a testing kit that “provides healthy customers with insights related to health and disease.”\textsuperscript{111} Based on the expected market growth, along with the rapid increase of new entrants, it will be much easier for DTC genetic testing companies to find other companies with like interests, the result being the opposite of that in the \textit{Toysmart} case.

Additionally, DTC genetic testing companies can go even further in establishing consumer trust by providing customers with notice and choice in the event of a sale, merger, or acquisition. Before the company transfers all of its data to the third-party entity, the company should: (1) provide its customers with notice; and (2) allow them a choice to opt-out. Opting-out would mean that consumers would instead prefer their data to be deleted, rather than transferred to the new entity. As FTC Commissioner Mozelle Thompson stated in the \textit{Toysmart} case, “[C]onsumers would benefit from notice and choice before a company transfers their information to a corporate successor.”\textsuperscript{112} It is highly unlikely that when providing these companies with their DNA, consumers expected or even thought about the potential of their DNA, and the rest of their personal information for that matter, being transferred to another company. As Commissioner Thompson put it, “[M]any of the consumers who disclosed their families’ personal information to Toysmart might not have been willing to turn over the same information to the particular corporate entity that ultimately succeeds Toysmart.”\textsuperscript{113} Commissioner Thompson goes on to state this is true even where the company’s assets are transferred to a
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company with like interests. Further, he “urge[s] any successor to provide Toysmart customers with notice and an opportunity to ‘opt-out’ as a matter of good will and good business practice.”

### B. Types of Companies with “Like Interests”

With the above solution in mind, it is worth discussing what types of companies have “like interests” as those of DTC genetic testing companies. But before doing that, one must determine what the “interests” of these DTC genetic testing companies actually are. One common goal of these companies is to provide consumers with information on and access to their human genome, which allows consumers insight into their origin, family tree, health history, and more. 23andMe’s mission is to “help people access, understand and benefit from the human genome.” Similarly, Ancestry.com wants to help consumers understand their genealogy and historical background, while also providing them with information relating to their families’ health. DTC genetic testing companies further advance the developments in the health industry through research. For example, 23andMe aims to change the scope of healthcare and disease prevention by accelerating the pace and quality of research and by providing people with power over their health data.

Thus, companies with “like interests” would be dedicated to using research to develop insights and breakthroughs in the healthcare industry, while also enabling consumers to learn more about their health background and history. But what types of companies fall under that umbrella? The first type that comes to mind is pharmaceutical companies. Like DTC genetic testing companies, pharmaceutical companies want to prevent disease through the advancement of drugs. The pharmaceutical industry prioritizes creating drugs that curb infections, sustain wellness, and remedy diseases. As discussed above, 23andMe similarly operates to prevent disease and facilitate quality
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drug manufacturing. Additionally, pharmaceutical companies want to use research to develop better solutions in the healthcare field. Over the last decade, the pharmaceutical industry has enhanced technology and infrastructure in the bioscience field using a research-oriented philosophy. This research has helped with the development of various formulations that target and mitigate infections, such as HIV and cancer. Both pharmaceutical companies and DTC genetic testing companies are devoted to using research to help prevent certain diseases. Ultimately, it seems as if pharmaceutical companies have “like interests” as those of DTC genetic testing companies, as their end goals are the same.

Any company dedicated to research in the medical field could be considered as having “like interests” as those of DTC genetic testing companies. Take, for example, medical marketing research companies. These companies gather, study, and categorize patient health information with attention to demographics and outcomes. Likewise, DTC genetic testing companies also collect DNA data from consumers and break it down in a way that allows consumers to understand it and how it corresponds to certain illnesses and diseases. Therefore, medical marketing research companies would also have “like interests” as those of DTC genetic testing companies.

There are many other companies out there that could be considered as having “like interests” as those of DTC genetic testing companies. This Article does not attempt to define every single one, but instead explores what types of companies could qualify. When considering what types of companies have “like interests,” it is important to remember those interests of the DTC genetic testing companies themselves: to use research to develop insights and breakthroughs in the healthcare industry, while also providing more information to enable consumers and others to learn more about their health background and history.

C. Conformity to Industry Best Practices

Finally, the solution proposed here is in line with the recommendations contained in the Best Practices Guide. As discussed earlier, leading companies in the market, including Ancestry.com and 23andMe, assembled the guide. This Best Practices Guide encourages companies in the market to adopt certain privacy policies that
can build trust with consumers.\textsuperscript{130} Focusing on the Use and Onward Transfer section, the guide addresses the ability of companies to transfer consumer data to other entities.\textsuperscript{131} The Best Practices Guide states that the industry best practice is to only collect, use, and share genetic data “in ways that are compatible with reasonable Consumer expectations for the context in which the data was collected.”\textsuperscript{132} The Best Practices Guide recommends that in the event the company goes through a sale, acquisition, or merger, the company “should either dispose of Consumers’ Genetic Data and Biological Samples securely, or ensure recipient third party commitments consistent with the original notices provided to the Consumer.”\textsuperscript{133} Therefore, following the solution proposed here would also ensure that the DTC genetic testing company conforms with industry best practices. By only selling to, merging with, or being acquired by companies with like interests, DTC genetic testing companies are ensuring that the consumer’s expectations are met and that the third-party company will only use the consumer’s information in a way that adheres to the original privacy policies that the consumer agreed to.

V. Conclusion

With the ever-growing popularity of DTC genetic tests, it is important that the risks posed by these tests are mitigated, especially privacy risks. And within this group of privacy risks comes the risk that is posed by the business transfer clauses contained in DTC genetic testing companies’ privacy policies. The business transfer clause allows these companies to transfer all of their data—including the consumer’s DNA—to any entity that they sell to, merge with, or are acquired by, notwithstanding the third-party entity potentially having completely different interests and goals. This poses a privacy risk to the consumer who probably did not expect, or even know, that the business transfer clause existed. With the lack of regulations addressing the privacy implications of DTC genetic tests, any solution must be consumer-oriented. This Article urges DTC genetic testing companies to interpret the business transfer clause as only allowing them to sell to, merge with, or be acquired by entities with “like interests.” This solution not only protects the consumer, but also conforms with industry best practices. With the growing market and increase of new entrants, there will be many options for DTC genetic testing companies to choose from, thereby making the solution an easy one to conform with.
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